In a year when big tech has been taken to task for its global impact, we’re heartened by tech nonprofits that bet it all on social impact. By grounding their solutions in human needs as opposed to wants, tech nonprofits are a model for what tech could be.

We are staunchly committed to investing in emergent leaders building the next class of social impact tech and honored to be in partnership with those who share our vision. Fast Forward bridges these communities, because we know that together, we can build the world we so desperately need.

With impatient optimism,
Kevin Barenblat & Shannon Farley
With some effort, the tech and product thinking that made books and taxis arrive at our doorstep in minutes can be transferred to other challenges — building a more equal world in the process.

Danny Chrichton
TechCrunch from "Fast Forward Raises New War Chest to Fight Silicon Valley’s Inequity Machine"
63M LIVES IMPACTED

$157M FOLLOW ON FUNDING
Before I joined the Fast Forward Accelerator, I had just taken the leap to work on Almost Fun full-time. The only person who really believed in this was me. Fast Forward changed that in the biggest way possible. Because of Fast Forward, there is this whole community of people behind me, championing my cause.

Lisa Wang
Founder, Almost Fun
88% Have a founder who has personal experience with the problem they are solving

68% Have a founder who identifies as a woman or non-binary

72% Have a founder who identifies as a person of color
Fast Forward is taking one of the smartest approaches to scaling impact I’ve had the privilege of witnessing and opportunity to support.

Meghan Nesbit
Director of Nonprofit Market Development, Twilio.org
THANK YOU TO OUR BOARD

Ime Archibong
Head of New Product Experimentation
Facebook

Kevin Barenblat
President and Co-Founder
Fast Forward

Shannon Farley
Executive Director and Co-Founder
Fast Forward

Oliver Hurst-Hiller
Chief Technology Officer
DonorsChoose.org

Rekha Pai Kamath
Partner
Silicon Valley Social Venture Fund

Aston Motes
Chair
/dev/color

James Slavet
Partner
Greylock Partners
Thanks to everyone who has helped us accelerate good. We couldn’t do this without you!